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Idea: Model the “bean shape”
All simulations show “bean shape” in shower 
plane, when rotated in v x B direction

v : shower axis
B: magnetic field vector

Basic distribution: two-dimensional Gaussian 

Create “bean shape” by subtracting second 
Gaussian 

P (x�, y�) = A+ · exp
�
−[(x� −X+)2 + (y� − Y+)2]

σ2
+

�

See also: A. Nelles et al., Astropart. Phys., in press 
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Figure 6.3: Grid of antennas on which the air shower was simulated. The left side shows the antennas

in shower coordinates (�v is the direction of the shower axis, �B the direction of the magnetic field)

and the right side depicts the positions on the ground. The integrated power of the simulated pulses is

encoded in color. This simulated air shower arrived under a zenith angle θ = 45◦.

rotated and stretched differently on the ground plane for every shower. The ground plane at

LOFAR is located 5m above sea level.

The CoREAS simulations deliver the resulting electric field per antenna position as a func-

tion of time, in this case at a resolution of 0.1 ns. The simulations are subsequently downsam-

pled to the LOFAR sampling frequency of 200MHz and filtered from 10− 90MHz, matching

the LOFAR low-band antenna measurements. For every simulated antenna position, the sig-

nal in the time-domain is squared to obtain the power and added up, delivering the integrated

power. This is calculated for every polarization and subsequently added up to receive the total

power. This calculation is performed in the same way, as it is done to the data [132]. The inte-

grated total signal is chosen for comparison as it is only affected by the absolute bandpass of

the experiment and not sensitive to the frequency dependent phase response. Possible uncer-

tainties in the modeling of the phase response of the system will average out for the integrated

quantities for both the signal and the background contribution, while being a relevant factor for

measurements of the pulse amplitude. Also, changes in the frequency spectrum of the pulses

as a function of distance to the shower axis [134] will affect the form of the pulse and thereby

its maximum amplitude, while preserving the power. By choosing the integrated power, the

effect of the change in frequency spectrum and the decreasing power are separated and only

the latter is discussed in this analysis.

6.3 General considerations and choice of parametrization
In order to better visualize the shape of the lateral signal distribution of the simulated signal,

the power from the grid pattern (figure 6.3) can be interpolated and plotted, as it is done in

figure 6.4. Since this is in the shower plane, this pattern is in general circular, so one is

tempted to look for rotational symmetry. It is however also clearly visible that the central part

with the highest signal is not rotationally symmetric.
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Simulation Set-up
•about 1250 proton 

and 750 iron air 
showers

•CORSIKA 7.400
FLUKA 2011.2b
QGSJETII.04 95
CoREAS

•LOFAR specific 
height and 
magnetic field

•Antennas on star-
shaped pattern in 
shower plane, 
allows good 
interpolation of 
signals

•Mis-aligned star-
pattern show 
same results
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Fitting the model
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Two-dimensional Fit

Relative Differences

•Deviations less than 10% for 
most events
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Two-dimensional Fit
“Classical LDF view”

•Fit captures all features of the shape

•Azimuthal asymmetry 

•1-d LDF cannot work without 
correction

Fitting the model
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Study of air shower characteristics
•Scaling parameter A+ is a function of the 

energy

•Slope in log-log depiction ~ 2.0, i.e. power 
depends quadratic on energy

•Remaining scatter is a function of angle 
with magnetic field, sin(alpha) and 
distance to the shower maximum
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Study of air shower characteristics
•Scaling parameter A+ is a function of the 

energy

•Slope in log-log depiction ~ 2.0, i.e. power 
depends quadratic on energy

•Remaining scatter is a function of angle 
with magnetic field, sin(alpha) and 
distance to the shower maximum

•Width parameter sigma+ is a function of 
the distance to the shower maximum

•Sigma- scales similarly
•Remaining scatter is no function of 

primary air shower parameters
 

D(Xmax)[g/cm
2] = Xatm[g/cm

2]/ cos(θ)−Xmax[g/cm
2]
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Study of air shower characteristics
•Shift parameter X+ is a function of the 

azimuth angle of the shower

•Shift represents interplay between 
emission mechanisms

•Largest shift for azimuth parallel to 
magnetic field

•Small but not measurable shift in Y+ 
direction
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Study of air shower characteristics
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•Shift parameter X+ is a function of the 
azimuth angle of the shower

•Shift represents interplay between 
emission mechanisms

•Largest shift for azimuth parallel to 
magnetic field

•Small but not measurable shift in Y+ 
direction

•Offset of small Gaussian to shower core 
(X-) is function of distance to the shower 
maximum

•Behavior changes direction and medium 
distances

•Shift needed for Cherenkov and charge 
excess, dominance of contribution 
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Figure 6.13: Dependence of the difference of X+ and X− as a function of the angle between the

shower and the magnetic field. The dependence on the distance to the shower maximum is encoded in

color.

6.6 Reduction of the parameterization

Using the findings of the previous section, the initial parameterization can be reduced in two

ways that will be discussed in the following subsections.

6.6.1 Direct reduction to a function of air shower properties

One can chose to rewrite the equation (6.2) in a way that it is only a function of physical shower

parameters, namely the energy of the shower E, the arrival direction (θ,φ), the position of the

shower maximum Xmax and the position of the shower axis (X, Y ):

P (x�, y�) = f1(E) · exp
�
−f2(φ, X, Y, x�, y�)

f3(θ, Xmax)

�

−C0 · f1(E) · exp
�
−f4(θ, Xmax, X, Y, x�, y�)

f5(θ, Xmax)

�
(6.4)

with

f1(E) = C1 · E2, (6.5)

f2(φ, X, Y, x�, y�) = [x� − (X + C2 · sin(φ) + C3)]
2

+[y� − (Y + C4 · sin(φ) + C5)]
2, (6.6)

f3(θ, Xmax) = [C6 + C7 · (Xatm/cos(θ)−Xmax)

+C8 · (Xatm/cos(θ)−Xmax)
2]2, (6.7)
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Using function as prediction

10

•Use functions of physical 
air shower parameters 
instead of fit parameters

•Very fast and simple 
prediction for studies of 
efficiencies, detection 
thresholds etc. 
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8.3.2 Suitable fit function

Given the large grid size of between 144m, 250m, and 375m at AERA, the suitable fit func-
tion has to consist of a minimal number of parameters to be able to fit as many showers as
possible. Equation 8.2 already contains only four free parameters. However, as the same pa-
rameters occur in multiple places, this function is not suitable as a stable fitting function. A
function with similarly few parameters is therefore needed in a more stable configuration. This
can be achieved by directly reducing equation 8.1.

The width parameters σ+ and σ− are a function of each other and therefore one of the
parameters can be replaced. Their behavior is best described by a second order polynomial,
requiring three input parameters. The behavior is similarly well described by an exponential
function requiring two input parameters. Choosing the second option, gives less input param-
eters and keeps the consistency between LOFAR and AERA at the cost of a slightly worse
resolution.

The ratio of A+ and A− is close to constant for all air showers and can be fixed to the mean
ratio of 0.41± 0.08.

In order to further reduce the number of free parameters, the parameters X+ and Y+ can
be merged with the free parameter of the position of the shower axis (X ,Y ). The combined
parameters will then be related to the shower axis as obtained from the Surface Detector,
however, they will not both be identical. There should be no difference in Y , as Y+ ∼ 0, but
X+ should be offset between 0− 60m. Given that the core position resolution of the Surface
Detector is of this order of magnitude, the effect will probably only be visible on a statistical
basis. To avoid confusion the naming for the merged parameters will be Xc = X+ + X and
Yc = Y+ + Y .

The parameter X− is also related to the position of the shower axis and can be combined
with X+. The difference of the two parameters is shown in figure 8.11. The difference is rather
constant but also a function of zenith angle. When rewriting X+ as a function of the newly
introduced Xc, the equation can be reduced to a fixed parameter C3 for different zenith angle
bins. For larger zenith angles, the spread on C3 increases, but as also the size of the footprint
increases the number of stations with signal will increase, allowing to use C3 also as a free
parameter for those events. It might be worthwhile to simulate additional events to cover the
zenith angle range from 60◦ upwards.

Taking all the named restrictions into consideration, equation 8.1 can be reduced to the
following equation as fit-function for AERA:

P (x�, y�) = A+ · exp
�
−[(x� −Xc)2 + (y� − Yc)2]

σ2
+

�

−C0 · A+ · exp
�
−[(x� − (Xc − C3))2 + (y� − Yc)2]

(eC1+C2·σ+)2

�
(8.7)

Here, A+, Xc, Yc and σ+ are free parameters. The following parameters can be fixed: C0 =
0.41, C1 = 2.788, C2 = 0.0079. The parameter C3 can be fixed for different ranges of zenith
angle according to table 8.2. If enough stations with signals above the threshold are present in
a measured air shower, C3 should be the first parameter to be included in the fitting process.
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Reduction of parametrization
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• Reduction in several ways possible, exploiting correlations between 
parameters

• Maximum reduction: 4 free parameters A+, Sigma+, Xc and Yc
• C0, C1 and C2 constant
• C3 binned for zenith angle

• At LOFAR: 
• C3 free parameter as sufficient number of antennas
• C0 can vary in restricted range
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Test on Data
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•All data 
from 
LOFAR 
can be 
fitted with 
this 
function

• If sufficient 
“structure” 
is 
measured

•Chi2/ndof
distribution 
centered 
around 1, 
only some 
exceptions 
... 
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Azimuthal asymmetry in data

13
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Test on Data
Thunderstorm

“Vertical events” < 15o

• (Most) events recorded during strong electric field 
cannot be fitted with good quality

•Vertical events show slightly less good fit
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Reconstruction of shower parameters

15

• Independent measurement from 
particle detectors LORA:

• instrumented area smaller than 
LOFAR area

•strong cuts on reconstruction 
limits sample (cuts on NKG 
parameters and distance of core 
position)

• test against full sample contains 
mis-reconstructions

• (Partly)-Independent 
reconstruction from Full Monte 
Carlo method (see Talk Stijn 
Buitink)

•Both methods based on CoREAS

•Both methods use radio only

•Only 50 air showers

Low-Band
High-Band

LORA (Scintillator)

Testing the predictions of the simulations:
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Conclusions

16

• We presented a “Double Gaussian” 
function with minimal 4 free 
parameters

• Scaling parameter directly sensitive to 
energy of air shower

• Width parameter directly sensitive to 
distance to the shower maximum

• All LOFAR data can be fitted with 
suggested function

• Correlations of parameters 
experimentally confirmed

• Next up: cross-check with experiment 
that has different way of measuring 
Xmax as for example AERA at Pierre 
Auger Observatory


